
 EXETER COSY ROUTES – INDIVIDUAL ROUTE OPTIONS 

 

Combining as a 26.2-mile Circumnavigation of the City 

GENERAL NOTES: 

• These eight circular routes are a combination of footpaths and other public rights of way, 

bridleways, tracks, and an area of privately owned land with permissive public access. They 

include fields with livestock, stiles, gates, foot bridges and bridges open to traffic. There are 

quiet lanes, mainly traffic free; roads with pavements, including some busy city sections; and 

roads without pavements and passing traffic to be aware of. The full distance has three 

significant hill climbs. Individual routes vary, each route introduction has more detail. 

• Some sections are only suitable for people with full mobility, but each section has a 

suggestion for people with limited mobility and a dementia accessible option. Some sections 

are multi-share with cyclists, there may be horse-riders on some tracks. If tackling the routes 

as a runner please be aware of, and courteous to, path users of all abilities. 

• Consider weather conditions before setting off, dress accordingly, wear sensible shoes for 

walking or running, and carry any provisions, personal equipment required. Refreshments 

available at points on route, from pubs, cafes, and shops, subject to business opening hours. 

• Footpath access issues and any temporary route closures are beyond the control of this 

project and project organisers. Anyone using this route information is responsible for their 

own safety and ability in undertaking these routes. 

• Historic references included in route information sourced through Wikipedia. 

 

 



EXETER COSY ROUTES – ROUTE ONE – COUNTESS WEAR BRIDGE TO MARSH BARTON 

Illustrations Tony Husband. Photos Vic Morgan & Jo Earlam. Route detail Jo Earlam. 

 

Distance: Marsh Barton – 4.75 miles; with circular return – 6.4 miles 

Grading/timing – Easy to strenuous, 2.5 hours. Highest point 236 feet, total ascent 331 feet. This 

route includes open fields, stiles, gates, and roadwork, with and without pavements. 

Dementia accessible option – From Countess Wear bridge take a level walk alongside the canal, as 

far as able. Park in Exminster and walk around this pleasant village, a footpath runs alongside the 

attractive red sandstone church, there are shops and other facilities. 

Starting point – Countess Wear Bridge 

Transport options – Countess Wear and Exminster are on regular bus routes. There are two small 

car parks by the bridge, located on either carriageway between the river and canal bridges. 

Summary – there are a series of bridges near Countess Wear, the original red sandstone river one 

was built in 1774, swing and bascule bridges were built in later centuries to span Exeter Canal, 

which, dating from the 1560s, is one of the country’s oldest canals. The route follows the towpath 

and footpaths to Exminster, a village dating from the 8th century. There’s a steep climb to high 

above the motorway, descent to the Devon Motel and into Matford Business Park and Marsh 

Barton, which has Europe’s largest number of car showrooms. Return is along the canal path. 

• From the car parks, cross the canal bridge and follow the signed tarmac path, Exe Estuary 

Trail Topsham via ferry, Turf Lock, Starcross, Dawlish. This is a shared use path between 

pedestrians and cyclists and can be busy. It’s wide and surfaced with pleasant canal views. 



   
• In just over a mile reach the M5 motorway overhead. Turn right, following the marked 

footpath sign, to cross a stone footbridge and go through a metal gate. 

   
• Keep to the left of the motorway above. At a wooden gate and footbridge, continue ahead 

along the path. At a kissing gate, turn right along a track, following it as it bears left, with 

woods and the motorway on the right and a small brook on the left. The track reaches the 

railway line and continues around to the left to a junction and footpath sign. 

    
• Turn right here, at a metal gate and up a slope, to cross the railway line on a stone and metal 

footbridge. This leads to a footbridge over the A379 Exminster bypass, and into the village. 

   

  
• Keep straight ahead up this quiet lane, ignoring any side roads, bearing left up a slight incline 

to a junction opposite Exminster Primary School. 



  
• Turn left here, shortly with a glimpse of the red sandstone church to the left. Take the next 

right into Deepway Lane. This lane does not have pavements, is narrow in places, but not 

heavily used by traffic. Ignore side road options to climb continuously for approximately one 

mile, with scenic countryside views. Reach an overbridge high above the M5 motorway.  

  

  
• Continue ahead, still climbing briefly beyond the motorway bridge, then a steep descent, 

offering spectacular views across Exeter, to reach a large roundabout at the Devon Hotel. 

  
• Turn right past the hotel. Cross the main road, using the pedestrian lights. Turn left back to 

the roundabout, and right signed for Matford and Marsh Barton. Stay on this right-side 

pavement and cycle lane, until reaching the roundabout by Matford Park and Ride. Cross 

before the roundabout to the left pavement and take the road ahead past the bright orange 

storage warehouse. Keep on this road, to reach a traffic light junction at the Mini showroom. 

   



• Turn left here and cross the brook on the bridge, in 4 miles. At this point the marathon 

route, turns left, and the circular return turns right signed City Centre, Exe Bridges, 

Burnthouse Lane. Cross on the pedestrian lights, go through the gate, and follow the path 

alongside the brook. 

   
• To avoid stiles, and a pedestrian crossing over the railway line, turn left by the incinerator, 

and then right, crossing a railway overbridge to reach the canal. For a more direct approach, 

keep ahead to a stile, cross the railway line safely, over a second stile and ahead through a 

small copse of trees and open space to the canal towpath, where turn right, passing the 

Double Locks pub, back to the canal bridge in 6.4 miles. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 


